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Victorian   mansions in the neighborhood. Both bands played 
numerous free concerts in nearby Golden Gate Park.  23   

 In January 1967 Allen Cohen  , Ron Thelin  , Allen Ginsberg  , and 
others promoted the Human Be-In   in Golden Gate Park. Seeking 
to bridge radicals   and hippies, Cohen called for “a union of love 
and activism.” The idea was to impress authorities by attract-
ing large numbers of young people to a big party with plenti-
ful shared food  , alcohol, and drugs  , including marijuana   and 
LSD  , along with free rock music   and poetry   readings. “Human 
Be-In  ” was a play on  human being , but it also meant that it was 
acceptable just to exist in the present. Shortly afterward, Richard 
Alpert   announced the philosophy of “Be Here Now.” Calling for 
a “Pow-Wow” and “A Gathering of the Tribes,” the Be-In poster 
featured an Indian on a horse. To hippies, Indians   were pure in 
spirit, primitives liberated from Western civilization  , and true 
Americans. As part of the search for authenticity  , the counter-
culture tried to gain depth by absorbing others’ wisdom. On the 
poster   the Native American carried an electric guitar, but it was 
not plugged in.  24      

 The crowd was estimated at around twenty thousand. The 
Beat   poet Gary Snyder   offi cially opened the event by blow-
ing on a conch shell, and Ginsberg   chanted “om,” which he 
had learned in India. Timothy Leary   attended. Wearing white 
clothes with a fl ower in his ear, the stoned psychologist famously 
advised:  “Tune in, turn on, drop out.” Leary   later explained 
that he wanted young Americans to tune into their feelings, get 
turned on by the music, and then drop out of the middle-class 
rat race, but most people at the Be-In   thought Leary   meant that 
they should take acid that day. Owsley Stanley   passed out acid. 
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A good deal of LSD   was consumed, and the Dead  , the Airplane  , 
and other bands played loud and long. When the political radical   
Jerry Rubin   tried to give a speech, the crowd ignored it. Rubin’s 
angry tone scared Garcia  , who asked, “Why enter this closed 
society and make an effort to liberalize it? Why not just leave it 
and go someplace else?” Hell’s Angels   protected the sound sys-
tem. “We had no idea there were so many of us,” one attendee 
later said.  25   

 The success of the Be-In   led to an interesting philosophical 
discussion about the meaning of what was happening among 
Snyder  , Ginsberg  , Leary  , and Alan Watts   on Watts’s houseboat 
in nearby Sausalito. The “houseboat summit  ” was recorded, 
and Allen Cohen   printed the transcript in the  Oracle   . Ginsberg   
believed that the Be-In   validated the Beat   search for individual 
happiness and demonstrated a widespread following among the 
emergent hippies. He saw value in drugs  , music, and community   
in the search for spirituality  , but after his 1963 spiritual epiphany, 
he no longer emphasized drugs. Snyder  , heavily infl uenced by his 
eleven years in the Zen Buddhist   monastery in Japan, stressed the 
spiritual   signifi cance of the moment, and Alan Watts  , the student 
of Eastern religions   who had settled in the Bay Area, concurred. 
In contrast, Leary   believed that LSD   would change the world 
one stoned mind at a time. “I want no part of mass movements,” 
he declared. “I think this is the error that the leftist activists are 
making.” The high priest of acid sought spiritual   enlightenment 
through drug-induced psychological transformation.  26      
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 The San Francisco Be-In   stimulated later Be-Ins in other  
cities, including Los   Angeles, New  York  , Washington  , D.C., 
Seattle, and Detroit. Drawing much curiosity from the media, 
the Be-Ins marked the point where the hippie movement gained 
widespread public notice. Most of these outdoor events took 
place after warm spring weather had arrived. There was little 
interest in being zonked out in the snow on LSD  . At this point, 
being a hip-pie seemed to be mostly about having a good time. 
Pot and acid were just new vehicles to achieve an altered state 
of being previ-ously attained by Americans primarily through 
alcohol. There certainly was a generation gap  , as parents 
wondered why their own children could not accept drinking as 
the normal way to get high. But while the children never truly 
rejected alcohol  , they added these new drugs   to set themselves 
apart as a new genera-tion. The children also sensed that 
picking a new drug of choice was about more than just getting 
high. LSD was fun, but perhaps it was about more than having 
fun. Leary  ’s advice to “drop out” 
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expressed young Americans’ discontent with the status quo, but 
his quotable quip did not in itself state the logical next point, 
which was a spiritual quest  .  27   

 They were called the  love generation   , a label they accepted. 
“We assert the right to enjoy ourselves,” wrote one enthusiast, 
“which is the right to love.” The  San Francisco Oracle    called 
for “the freedom of the body, the pursuit of joy, and the expan-
sion of consciousness.” Life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness 
were being transformed. Tuli Kupferberg   (1923–2010) of the 
Fugs   rock   band declared, “Sensory gratifi cation and love are the 
fi rst desiderata.” What was needed was “a revolution of love.” 
The young were hated because they “love more, fuck more, 
take more drugs  .” But all of the talk about love may have been 
camoufl age. “The call for love is a cry for help,” Margot Adler  ’s 
father warned his daughter.  Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club 
Band    (1967) affi rmed that the Beatles   saw love as the antidote 
to loneliness. Bob Dylan  , too, waged war against the lonely self. 
Middle-class white youth felt the self was a void; they tried to 
fi ll the empty space with the blues, black language, Indian mysti-
cism, nostalgic clothes, and American Indian   shamans.  28   

 Kupferberg   noted, “Man’s true life is inside.” He later elabo-
rated, “The real revolution is the revolution that occurs within 
you.” This concern for the interior, derived from psychedelic 
experiences, permeated the counterculture. In 1968 the Hornsby 
College   art students in London issued a counterculture mani-
festo: “Revolution of thought and feeling is the only permanent 
revolution. A structure can only work so long as it grows out of 
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feeling.” Citing “imagination” as the key, the students declared, 
“Anyone, anywhere, can create this revolution.” The revolution 
in feelings   caught the attention of John Sinclair  , the radical man-
ager of the MC5   band. “We have to establish a situation on this 
planet,” he wrote, “where all people can feel good all the time.” 
Rock music   was always about feelings. Only the lyrics were 
about understanding, and they were less important. The call for 
a revolution   in feelings   suggested that the counterculture was 
more of an offshoot of the mainstream than it ever wanted to 
admit. Affi rmation could be found in a sign carried at a street 
happening in Berkeley  : “Jesus was a hippy.”  29   

 The psychedelic young, unlike their alcohol-drinking parents, 
were on a spiritual quest  . Aldous Huxley   had been the fi rst user 
of psychedelic substances to understand this potential. Ginsberg   
had concurred, and so had Leary   and his assistant, Richard 
Alpert  , as soon as the pair had left Harvard. After undergoing 
an LSD  -prompted spiritual crisis at Leary’s Millbrook   estate, 
Alpert had fl ed to India  , embraced a mishmash of Indian reli-
gious ideas, and returned to the United States as the spiritual 
leader Ram Dass. Deemphasizing drugs   as the means to spiritual 
fulfi llment, Dass nevertheless believed that psychedelics could, if 
administered as religious sacraments, aid the user in the search 
for spiritual fulfi llment. Even before leaving Millbrook  , Leary   
had reached a similar conclusion. After a brief stay in India, 
Leary tried to bring religious ideas, especially concerning the 
interrelatedness of everybody and everything, into his lectures on 
psychedelics. By the late 1960s he publicly advocated a personal 
spiritual search using meditation, chants, yoga, and prayer rather 
than drugs, but at the same time he continued to take large quan-
tities of LSD. Leary  ’s public emphasis upon nondrug spirituality   
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may have had more to do with his legal problems over a drug 
bust than his beliefs.  30   

 Many young Americans were in spiritual   crisis in the 
mid-Sixties. “American churchmen,” concluded one observer, 
“seemed to have neither the patience nor the fortitude to deal 
with people who were, well,  unsettled .” Certainly youthful dis-
satisfaction with bland mainstream Protestantism   played a role, 
and the sudden changes in post–Vatican II   Catholicism jarred 
many Roman Catholics  . The civil rights movement  , especially 
as advocated by Martin Luther King   Jr., suggested that reli-
gion   and secular life should be more connected. The Cold War   
had produced a permanent war fever, the Vietnam War   raised 
troubling questions, and many young people were terrifi ed of 
nuclear war. Lacking a long-term perspective, young Americans 
lived lives of great anxiety that bordered on desperation, even 
though objective evidence did not support extreme fear. Psychic 
anxiety required religious reassurance, but existing religions 
failed to heal. “Do your own thing,” wrote the hippie journal-
ist Jerry Hopkins  . “Be what you are. If you don’t know what 
you are, fi nd out.” Youth was ripe for a religious revival, but the 
inadequacy of existing religious   institutions propelled a spiritual 
longing that brought a search for spirituality   from nonorthodox 
sources, whether psychedelic drugs   or Eastern religions.  31   

 The spiritual quest   was never systematic. Like the Beats and 
beatniks  , hippies knew what they disliked – orthodox, traditional 
religion  . In the Sixties the young had only a vague idea of what 
they wanted. They took LSD   to gain insights that they believed 
would inform the necessary spiritual search, but in pursuing 
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spirituality  , they mostly rejected existing religious systems. To 
adopt a system would be to substitute a new orthodoxy for the 
existing orthodoxy, which would inhibit further explorations 
and change. Disinterested in theology, philosophy, or other orga-
nized thought, hippies borrowed methods to express feelings or 
handle emotions from various non-Western religions. Individual 
spirituality came from the quest for authenticity  . Gary Snyder   
advocated Zen Buddhism  ’s meditation; Alan Watts   favored 
“Beat Zen” to throw off repression. Hippies mixed Zen practices 
with Mahayana Buddhism, which stressed unity of material and 
spiritual worlds, and Tantric Hinduism  , which promoted sex  .  32   

 Native American   shamans were also favored, especially if 
they used peyote   or “magic” mushrooms. Carlos Castaneda  , an 
anthropology graduate student at UCLA, tracked down Don 
Juan, a native healer in a remote part of Mexico. Castaneda, 
unlike many hippies, wanted more than to sample the shaman’s 
drugs  . Rather, he asked Don Juan, a Yaqui Indian, to teach 
Castaneda to become a shaman. The elder resisted, which the 
pupil interpreted as an expression of Don Juan’s desire to pre-
vent his secrets from falling into an outsider’s hands. Later, after 
Castaneda   had gained the leader’s trust, the young American 
realized that Don Juan’s reluctance was rooted in the shaman’s 
fear that the rationally educated Castaneda could not handle the 
power of the drug-induced challenge to the Western belief system 
that the healer accepted. In the end, potent drugs and clashing 
worldviews caused Castaneda   to have a shattering, life-altering 
experience.  33   

 Exotic travel allowed escape from an oppressive present and 
made possible transformation of the self. Favorite destinations 
included Marrakesh  , the Ganges River in India  , and the moun-
tains of Nepal  . Spiritual seekers went for low costs, cheap drugs  , 
and the presence of religious holy men. Memories were not 
always fond. About young Americans in Nepal, Kate Coleman   
recalled, “Almost everyone I  met was a seeker and a moron.” 
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Perhaps it was better to stay home and found a new religious   
group:  Children of God  , Hare Krishnas  , Brotherhood of the 
Source  , Brotherhood of the Sun  , Synanon   (which used faith and 
community   to end drug addiction), Unifi cation Church  , People’s 
Temple   (Jim Jones  , who later poisoned his followers), Church of 
All Worlds   (followers of Robert Heinlein  ’s  Strangers in a Strange 
Land   ), or the Love Israel Family  . They started as Dionysian hip-
pies in the Haight  , became Jesus Freaks, and resettled as primi-
tive Christians in the Pacifi c Northwest.  34   

 The counterculture challenged not only orthodox religion 
but also orthodox views about society, politics  , and individual 
psychology. Hippies were big fans of the radical   Scots psychia-
trist R. D. Laing  . In the widely read  The Politics of Experience    
(1967), he argued that mental illness did not truly exist. Rather, 
the concept was entirely a political construct of a deeply dis-
turbed society. If a person was maladjusted, it was not due, as 
Freud   had argued, to problems in the womb or with parents in 
childhood. Rather, the problem was the deep alienation of the 
self that was natural in present-day society. The self-preservation 
of the existing order required the political system to incarcerate 
nonconformists, including drug users, in mental hospitals. 

 Some in the counterculture preferred science-based therapeu-
tic systems to work out their needs. Abraham Maslow  ’s Human 
Potential Movement   was rooted in Viennese psychiatry, which 
continued to enjoy prestige in the Sixties. Maslow’s emphasis on 
the need for individual self-transformation resonated with hip-
pies. Frederic Perls  ’s Gestalt Therapy   offered a similar promise. 
Perls said, “Do your own thing.” In contrast, Werner Erhardt  ’s 
seminar training, popularly called EST  , stressed the need for 
self-control. After caffeinating recruits on coffee, EST refused to 
allow them to go to the restroom. Being able to endure the resul-
tant discomfort was taken as proof of the triumph of self over 
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a primitive biological function. Drugs   were welcome in many 
therapeutic systems. The principal place for exploration was the 
Esalen Institute   at Big Sur, California. Joan Baez   lived there for a 
time, and Bob Dylan   satirized the setting in “Desolation Row.”    35   

 Hippies also escaped from mainstream values with the fi ction 
they read. They devoured J. R. R. Tolkein  ’s  Lord of the Rings   , 
which gained huge sales when published in the United States 
in 1965. A  retreat to Middle Earth meant living a mental life 
inside a moral world devoid of Western   hypocrisy and confusion. 
Hippies also read Herman Hesse  , especially the novel  Siddhartha   . 
A German writer, Hesse had absorbed the East as an idea sig-
nifying a state of soul. This technique plunged the self into an 
exotic cultural milieu in which counterculture adherents could 
free themselves from mainstream values. But exoticism could 
also be guilt-driven, a search for mystic primitivism, or a form of 
neocolonialism. In the Sixties youthful Americans were looking 
for salvation   by seeking out the “other,” for example, by wear-
ing headbands to become white Indians, by embracing Eastern 
religious practices, or by becoming a Hindu or Zen  mystic. India   
particularly appealed because it represented a “third way” in the 
Cold War  . The adoption of Indian otherness enabled an indirect 
comment on politics  .  36   

 The counterculture also used non-Western   music to side-
step the mainstream. For example, Jefferson Airplane  ’s “White 
Rabbit”   (1966) opened with an exotic section that resembled 
Ravel’s “Bolero,” which was widely played on radio during the 
Sixties. “Bolero” was exotic because of its fl amenco fl avor. While 
the “Bolero” motive in “White Rabbit” was proudly macho, the 
guitar solo was seductive, intoxicating, and almost uncontrol-
lable. Grace Slick  ’s vocal line mimicked the guitar’s thrusts and 
turns. Lyrics urged being otherworldly by taking drugs   and with-
drawing from society. Slick’s words conquered the “Bolero” line, 
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which suddenly switched to European harmony. In other words, 
Alice’s drug world felt most comfortable when Western harmony 
intruded. The fi nal admonition to hallucinate took place over 
Western harmony. But the ending provided no resolution and no 
clarifi cation. Slick   signaled individual discovery, but danger, too. 
The song suggested escalation with no end in sight – precisely 
where the United States was headed in Vietnam   in 1966.  37   

 In many respects, 1967 marked the peak of the hippie move-
ment, which was strange in two respects. The idea had barely 
existed or been noticed in 1966, and hippies continued to be 
important, even growing in numbers in 1968 and 1969, and then 
the movement trailed off in the 1970s. Most articles about hip-
pies in major newspapers appeared between 1967 and 1970. But 
1967 was important for another reason. San Francisco   experi-
enced the “Summer of Love  ,” and thousands of hippies, many 
of them teenage runaways   and bored high school students, 
crowded into the Haight   to listen to music  , have sex  , and take 
drugs  , especially LSD  . An estimated seventy-fi ve thousand young 
people passed through San Francisco that summer. Most stayed 
only a week or two. A crash pad for runaways opened, but many 
hippies chose to live on the street, which became dangerous, as 
thugs moved into the area, especially late at night. A free hotline 
was set up, so parents could try to contact children, and so chil-
dren could reassure parents that they were safe.  38   
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